Neuropsychiatric diagnosis and management of chronic sequelae of war-related mild to moderate traumatic brain injury
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Abstract—Soldiers with a traumatic brain injury (TBI) present with an array of neuropsychiatric symptoms that can be grouped into nosological clusters: (1) cognitive dysfunctions: difficulties in memory, attention, language, visuospatial cognition, sensory-motor integration, affect recognition, and/or executive function typically associated with neocortical damage; (2) neurobehavioral disorders: mood, affect, anxiety, posttraumatic stress, and psychosis, as well as agitation, sleep problems, and libido loss, that may have been caused by damage to the cortex, limbic system, and/or brain stem monoaminergic projection systems; (3) somatosensory disruptions: impaired smell, vision, hearing, equilibrium, taste, and somatosensory perception frequently caused by trauma to the sensory organs or their projections through the brain stem to central processing systems; (4) somatic symptoms: headache and chronic pain; and (5) substance dependence. TBI-related cognitive impairment is common in veterans who have served in recent conflicts in the Middle East and is often related to blasts from improvised explosive devices. Although neurobehavioral disorders such as depression and posttraumatic stress disorder commonly occur after combat, the presentation of such disorders in those with head injury may pass undetected with use of current diagnostic criteria and neuropsychological instruments. With a multidimensional approach (such as the biopsychosocial model) applied to each symptom cluster, psychological, occupational, and social dysfunction can be delineated and managed.
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INTRODUCTION

Through the introduction of advanced warfare technologies, soldier mortality from bullets and bomb blasts has decreased [1]. Soldiers are instead sustaining increased
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head, face, and neck injuries, particularly traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) [2]. Identifying areas of functional, cognitive, and psychiatric impairments in those with TBI from these conflicts has presented a variety of challenges. Various organizations, such as the American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine (ACRM), the American Academy of Neurology (AAN), and the American Psychiatric Association, have different diagnostic classifications that delineate specific factors directly related to TBI and its long-term sequelae. These classifications are limited in many respects and present challenges for diagnosis and, ultimately, treatment. These classifications will be discussed in terms of their nosology, possible underlying neurobiology, applicability, and utility for patient treatment, particularly from a psychopharmacological perspective.

Although TBI is caused by physical head trauma, the chronic sequelae of TBI are defined in terms of clusters of neuropsychiatric symptoms (Figure 1): (1) cognitive dysfunctions (memory, attention, language, visuospatial cognition, sensory-motor integration, affect recognition, and executive function), (2) neurobehavioral disorders (mood, affect, anxiety, posttraumatic stress, psychotic, sleep, and libidinal disorders), (3) somatosensory disruptions (changes in smell, vision, hearing, equilibrium, taste, and somatosensory perception), (4) somatic symptoms (headache, chronic pain), and (5) substance dependence. This article will examine incidence, prevalence, neurobiological bases, diagnostic criteria, and brief instruments for assessing these symptom clusters and then provide clinicians with approaches for neuropsychiatric treatment. Furthermore, with this organizational approach applied to patients with TBI, impairments found in particular aspects of daily functioning (e.g., reduced employment, impaired social relationships, and decreased quality of life [QOL]) [3] can be identified and referred for psychosocial interventions.

A prior study examined TBI from a similar multifactorial perspective but found little “high-class” evidence on which to base any treatment recommendations for patients with TBI [4]. In contrast, the current formulation with use of neurobiological understanding is based on parsing symptoms into common nosological classifications not usually associated with TBI and on borrowing from the extensive experience with those related disorders for developing treatment options. The applicable common diagnostic entities include Alzheimer disease (AD), posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), depression, and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). In addition, the formulation presented in this review is based on evidence that neuroplastic systems exist in the brain for self-repair and adaptation after brain injury; furthermore, extensive evidence suggests that numerous interventions can facilitate these repair mechanisms even if memory function is impaired. Accordingly, a broad array of reasonable treatments exists that can be applied to managing the chronic sequelae of TBI.

This review will emphasize the recognition of the types of problems commonly seen in other disorders that are associated with TBI and then discuss the application of the many specific psychopharmacological treatments that have been demonstrated to have substantial efficacy in those related conditions to the treatment of patients with TBI. This review will mention rehabilitative, neuropsychological, and behavioral treatment options, but a full review of these is beyond the scope of this discussion.

CURRENT SYSTEMS OF CLASSIFICATION OF TBI SEQUELAE

Current classifications of TBI-related problems correspond only roughly with the actual conditions and long-term outcomes. These classifications (delineated in the following list) generally relate to the acute TBI, particularly the presentation and symptoms apparent in the first 24 hours after the TBI, have not been based on longitudinal observational studies [5], and provide little reliable evidence for an association between clinical factors and outcome [6]. For example, the International Classification of Diseases-10th Edition (ICD-10) lists the following relevant codes:

- F06.8: Other specified mental disorders due to brain damage and dysfunction and to physical disease index.
- F07.2: Postconcussion syndrome (PCS).
- F50–F59: Behavioral syndromes associated with physiological disturbances and physical factors.
- G90–G99: Other disorders of the nervous system.
- S06.0: Concussion.

Clearly, these classifications do not adequately cover the complex problems that often result from TBI. Some other classifications that have been applied to patients who have suffered TBI are provided in the following sections.

TBI Severity

A primary concern in treating a patient with a TBI is determining the severity of the injury. Injury severity depends on a variety of factors related to the nature of the
physical force that caused the injury and the condition of the individual at the time of receiving the assault. The physical force that causes an injury can be single or complex, come from any direction and include secondary repercussions, and consist of an energy shock wave that traverses the brain or an object that penetrates the skull. Examples of complexities that make TBI unique are—
- Individual head attributes—age, skull thickness, protective gear, etc.
- Brain reserve (cognitive, neuronal), prior injury history.
- Individual repair mechanisms (e.g., genetics—apolipoprotein E [APOE] genotype).
- Type of injury, nonpenetrating, penetrating (may not be noted).
- Direction of physical force impacting head.
- Orientation/location of force—translational vs rotational.
- Nature of physical energy—amplitude, risetime, wavelength, duration, reflection.
- Effects on brain—brain stem, cortex, white matter.
- Complexity—multiplicity of injury, contusion, bleeding, infection.
- Psychological stress, social imperatives.
- Immediate care after injury—observation, medication, intervention.
- Chronic care after injury—rehabilitation, support.

Furthermore, many premorbid psychological factors influence an individual’s short- and long-term response to TBI. The acute severity of a TBI is initially classified according to the individual’s immediate responses, including loss of consciousness (LOC) and posttraumatic amnesia (PTA). One must realize, however, that the severity of the acute phase, related to damage of specific brain...
regions such as the brain stem or the medial temporal lobe, may only loosely predict many other problems that can develop weeks and years later for an individual with a TBI. These complexities lead to the conclusion that every TBI has a unique pattern of presentation and sequelae.

A definition of mild TBI developed by the ACRM [7] states that a person with mild TBI is one who has traumatically induced changes as manifested by at least one of the following:

1. Any period of LOC for less than 30 min and a Glasgow Coma Scale score of 13 to 15.
2. Any loss of memory of events (PTA) immediately before or after the accident and not exceeding 24 h.
3. Any alteration in mental state at the time of the accident (e.g., feeling dazed, disoriented, or confused).
4. Focal neurological deficits.

The ACRM also lists a number of other physical, cognitive, and behavioral symptoms as further evidence that mild TBI has occurred, including nausea, dizziness, vomiting, headache, disturbed vision, decreased concentration, fatigue, lethargy, memory loss, irritability, and emotional lability. However, these signs and symptoms are not adequately parsed into factors relating to the many different types of specific damage that can occur within the skull and how they relate to acute concerns versus long-term sequelae.

Posttraumatic Amnesia

Part of the ACRM diagnosis of TBI depends on the duration of PTA. The duration of PTA is a good marker for acutely estimating whether TBI is moderate to severe especially predicts short-term prognosis when the presenting individual is seen early in the course of PTA and when the time of the injury is known [8]. However, the duration of PTA is unlikely to be observed in a combat arena, and this measure (when potential observers may be fighting for their own lives or be even more severely injured) has not been demonstrated to be a reliable marker for predicting the extent of impairment in mild TBI cases [9]. The lack of sensitivity of PTA in mild TBI may be due to the conditions that make mild TBI difficult to evaluate even within 24 hours of the injury: (1) the lack of a lower limit of PTA [7], which creates a situation in which an individual can have PTA without it being observable or measurable [10–11], and (2) the lack of test-retest stability (patients are difficult to assess, their levels fluctuate, the available measures of memory are poor) within a 24-hour time scale with use of the commonly available neuro-psychological scales, such as the Westmead PTA Scale [12], the Galveston Orientation and Amnesia Test [13], or the Julia Farr Centre PTA Scale [14].

White Matter Integrity

Defining the neuropathology associated with persistent cognitive deficits in mild TBI is problematic. Frequently, no demonstrable abnormalities can be found on standard magnetic resonance imaging brain scans [15]. An objective assessment of neuropathology may be achieved with use of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI). DTI measures fractional anisotropy (FA), which relates to the diffusion of hydrogen atoms in particular directions at specific points. The FA can be used for tractography, generating white matter fiber tract maps [16]. FA is believed to reflect many factors, including the degree of myelination and axonal density or integrity [17–20].

Kraus et al. proposed a “white matter lesion load” (WMLL) score, a measure of the total number of regions with reduced FA, as an index of white matter integrity [16]. WMLL is calculated as the total number of regions of interest (ROIs), which show impaired white matter relative to values from controls. The value of WMLL ranged from 0 to 13 (based on examination of 13 ROIs). WMLL was then compared with the results of psychometric testing. Results demonstrated that mild TBI showed reduced white matter integrity in the superior longitudinal fasciculus, sagittal striatum, and corticospinal tracts. Reduced WMLL was greatest in groups with moderate to severe TBI and least in the controls, while individuals with mild TBI fell between these two groups and were significantly different than controls. In cases with moderate to severe TBI, reduction in both radial and axial diffusivity was observed in both the whole brain and in specific ROIs. These findings reflect damage to both myelin and axons. In mild TBI, radial diffusivity was relatively intact while axial diffusivity was increased, suggesting axonal damage; however, irreversible damage to myelin is less common in mild than moderate and severe TBI. In terms of cognitive function, patients with moderate to severe TBI differed significantly from controls in almost all measures of cognitive function, but patients with mild TBI, as a group, did not differ significantly from controls in any neuropsychological domain scores. The authors concluded that certain injuries classified as mild based on TBI variables, such as LOC, may actually be closer (based on actual brain injury) to moderate TBI in the degree of neuropathology. The authors proposed that DTI is a more sensitive delineator of TBI severity and may
help explain the discrepancies between clinically diagnosed injury severity and cognitive outcome. An additional consideration is that mild TBI is associated with considerable heterogeneity, particularly since variations in where white matter injuries occur will cause dysfunction only related to whether a critical pathway was disrupted, so group predictions cannot be made.

Concussion

The AAN defines the severity of TBI based on a 5-point concussion scale. In grade I, the individual is confused temporarily without any evidence of memory changes, while in grade II, a brief period of disorientation is followed by anterograde amnesia of <5 min. In grades III through V, both anterograde amnesia and retrograde amnesia are present. Grades III through V are differentiated on the duration of LOC, with each having PTA <5 min for grade III, 5–10 min for grade IV, and >10 min for grade V. This system of classification has limitations similar to those of PTA, and the recommended time frame (1, 5, or 10 min) has even more limited reliability under combat conditions for the lower grades of concussion. The proposed gradations of acute injury, which are likely to be related to brain stem and medial temporal lobe injury, are not clearly related to how numerous other cerebral regions and structures may have been affected.

TBI-Related Sequelae

Postconcussion Syndrome

The World Health Organization ICD-10 requires the presence of three or more of the following eight symptoms for classification as PCS: (1) headache; (2) dizziness; (3) fatigue; (4) irritability; (5) insomnia; (6) concentration or (7) memory difficulty; and (8) intolerance of stress, emotion, or alcohol. The criteria for PCS are complex, define no time-interval parameters, and include somatic symptoms and cognitive impairment that distinguish it from the syndromes that only involve behavioral symptoms [21]. Furthermore, the pathophysiological nature of PCS remains controversial. In 175 individuals (90 with mild TBI, 85 controls), the diagnosis of PCS had low specificity for mild TBI (43.3% of patients with mild TBI met criteria, as did 43.5% of controls) [22]. The authors concluded that the use of the term PCS may be misleading because it may incorrectly suggest that the basis of PCS is clearly attributable to a grossly observable brain injury. High rates of PCS have been reported in both nondisabled populations [23–26] and non-brain-injured patients [27–28]. Analyses of PCS patients have found that a previous history of affective or anxiety disorders (including PTSD), being female, a higher IQ (intelligence quotient), and pain significantly predicted acute PCS. No difference was found in neuropsychological test performance between patients with mild TBI and controls, with or without defined PCS. Acute pain appeared to moderate acute outcome in mild TBI, and symptoms were more apparent in those individuals with mild TBI comorbid with PTSD than those without comorbid PTSD [29]. While TBI may indeed have a unique role in causing PCS, the common association of PCS with other types of trauma decreases its value as an index of TBI severity or a prognostic indicator of TBI outcome.

Neuropsychiatric Sequelae

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-Fourth Edition-Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR) [30] of the American Psychiatric Association has several different classifications that a clinician can use to describe neuropsychiatric sequelae following TBI. Multiple psychiatric disorders listed in DSM-IV-TR may be found in patients with TBI and classified with descriptions attributing the disorders to TBI: “Delirium due to a general medical condition,” “Dementia due to a specific cause,” “Amnesic disorder due to a specific cause,” “Mood disorder due to a specific cause,” “Psychotic disorder due to a specific cause,” etc. A recent review of TBI-related noncognitive psychiatric disorders (depression, mania, PTSD, psychosis, agitation, and aggression) found significant gaps in the literature on post-TBI psychiatric conditions with respect to nosology, epidemiology, and risk factors [21]. Several of these conditions will be discussed here. However, three classifications are particularly relevant for framing a discussion of the changes that occur in patients related to mild and moderate TBI:

1. Mild neurocognitive impairment (MNI): As defined in Appendix B of the DSM-IV-TR, MNI describes cognitive dysfunction and encompasses the cognitive domains of memory, attention, language, speed of processing, perceptual and motor abilities, and executive function [30]. A diagnosis of MNI requires support of neuropsychological testing (criterion C), and all individuals presenting with cognitive complaints should receive clinically appropriate neuropsychological testing. MNI diagnostic criteria have been adopted by AD researchers and have been expanded to better characterize individuals whose impairments do not meet criteria for dementia but suggest increased risk of developing dementia in the near
3. Postconcussion disorder (PCD): This disorder is a DSM-IV-TR Appendix B-based diagnosis. Criterion A requires three of the following to occur shortly after the trauma for at least 3 months: fatigue; disturbed sleep; headache; vertigo or dizziness; irritability or aggression; anxiety, depression, or affect lability; changes in personality; and apathy or lack of spontaneity. Criterion B of PCD only addresses attention and memory-type cognitive deficits and does not mention domains such as language, visuospatial, or sensory-motor cognition. Criterion C lists “depression, anxiety, personality changes” that overlap criterion B and also depression and anxiety syndromes. To address the complex needs of a patient with TBI, clinicians need to fully characterize and diagnose depression and anxiety so that these components can be appropriately treated and not simply be dismissed as a component of PCD. Somatic symptoms such as hypersensitivity to sound and touch are common symptoms that need to be examined and integrated into the diagnosis and management.

Clinical Biopsychosocial Approach to TBI

Traumatic injury is understood as causing a multisystem condition interfering with the functioning of multiple organs and systems, even with those not directly related to the site of the initial impact [31]. If a multidimensional approach (such as the biopsychosocial model) is followed, the many overlapping symptoms and outcomes from combat-sustained injuries can be delineated and successfully treated. Applying the biopsychosocial model (a systems model addressing biological, psychological, and social approaches to diagnosis and treatment that is widely used in modern psychiatry) to each symptom cluster, clinicians can delineate and manage psychological, occupational, and social dysfunction in combat veterans.

The brain is composed of numerous systems, and one part may be selectively injured and another not. While neurobehavioral and cognitive dysfunctions probably represent an interruption of circuitry involving the cortex and subcortical structures, somatosensory symptoms are most likely due to damage of specific sensory organs or their projections. Frequently, no clear evidence exists to establish a link between a specific cognitive dysfunction and specific somatic symptoms. Dizziness, for example, may be associated with memory impairment in one individual and with language difficulties in another. Peripheral damage can also be caused by TBI. For example, animals exposed to isolated, controlled cortical-impact TBI show moderate histopathological changes in the lung and liver,
which may represent a migration of immunocompetent cells to peripheral organs, potentially leading to their dysfunction [31]. Therefore, identifying the TBI symptom clusters (Figure 1) is essential: cognitive dysfunctions (memory, attention, language, visuospatial cognition, sensory-motor integration, affect recognition, and executive function), neurobehavioral disorders (mood, affect, anxiety, posttraumatic stress, psychotic, sleep and libido disorders), somatosensory disruptions (changes in smell, vision, hearing, equilibrium, taste, and somatosensory perception), and somatic symptoms (headache, chronic pain), and substance dependence. Each of these clusters of problems can be dealt with appropriately. In so doing, the primary care physician can coordinate a team to address the biopsychosocial problems comprehensively, recognizing the specific impairments and needs of the patient with TBI, to foster rehabilitation and better long-term function.

Further understanding the underlying neurobiology of TBI can help recognize problems and plan treatments appropriate to the problems. Neural mechanisms in many regions of the brain have neuroplastic properties and are able to reestablish connections [32], though correct restoration of function is probably more difficult and requires more targeted reinnervation [33]. Neuroplastic processes can be utilized in recovery and rehabilitation, but their instability may also lead to deterioration, as may occur in AD and many types of dementia [34]. Furthermore, specific genetic factors, such as APOE genotype, may affect the capacity of neuroplastic processes to repair the brain [35–37]. The ultimate issue is the impact of the patient’s biological and psychological problems on social functioning, which must be included in the diagnostic considerations and management plans.

NEUROPSYCHIATRIC SYMPTOMS AND MANAGEMENT

The following review of specific neuropsychiatric manifestations of symptom clusters following TBI generally outlines the types of difficulties that are likely to be encountered in a clinical setting. The discussion is divided into five parts:
2. Neurobehavioral disorders.
4. Somatic symptoms.
5. Substance dependence.

Each aspect is considered in terms of definition and neurobiological basis, which includes some discussion of known epidemiology; criteria and assessment, which addresses the established diagnostic criteria, brief bedside assessments, and formal psychological and neuropsychological testing; and treatment options, including a discussion of formal evidence and recommendations for evidence-based practice, when available, and practical clinical recommendations. The review introduces the neuropsychiatric management of patients with post-TBI, emphasizing that much study still needs to be done to improve the care of patients with TBI-related problems. We focus on neurobiology and psychopharmacology and summarize treatment considerations (Figures 2 and 3).

Cognitive Dysfunctions

The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health describes higher-level cognitive functioning as, “Specific mental functions especially dependent on the frontal lobes of the brain, including complex goal-directed behaviors such as decision making, abstract thinking, planning and carrying out plans, mental flexibility, and deciding which behaviors are appropriate under what circumstances; often called executive functions. . . . functions of abstraction and organization of ideas; time management, insight and judgement; concept formation, categorization and cognitive flexibility” [38]. TBI may affect any of these functions. Though cognitive dysfunction is a common complaint, its nature and prevalence are unclear, partly because of the difficulties inherent in designing schema for classifying such conditions [4]. Measurement and quantification of cognition are problematic since cognition is neither a single entity nor ability. Cognitive functions are constructs, and their conceptualization and assessment are constrained by the tools used to measure them. Furthermore, trauma to the central nervous system can be diffuse and does not respect neuroanatomical boundaries or system classifications, thus adding further complexity to the process of evaluation. While neurocognitive deficits and neurobehavioral disorders frequently follow TBI, such problems vary according to specific TBI impact sites and the intensities and unique physical properties of the traumatic force [39], as well as...
the premorbid intellectual status of the patient and the nature of subsequent treatment and rehabilitation. An approach to organizing the wide range of cognitive symptoms that can occur after TBI is summarized in Figure 2. Specific cognitive dysfunctions discussed here are memory, attention, language, visuospatial cognition, sensory-motor integration, and executive function.

Memory

**Definition and Neurobiological Basis.** Problems with memory are among the most frequent dysfunctions and complaints following TBI [4]. However, the exact incidence and prevalence of various disorders of memory that are TBI-related are unknown because of the complex relationship between location and severity of TBI and the resulting impairments.

Memory is the foundation for all cognitive function, and memory mechanisms are intricately involved in many cognitive operations. Memory has many modes and delineations. Memory types are frequently specified as (1) implicit or nondeclarative memory, which is responsible for automatic priming (including semantic memory), and (2) explicit or declarative memory storage. This former mode of memory processing is responsible for semantic memory (words), and the latter includes autobiographical memory (memory in context of time and place).

Declarative memory can be divided into separate categories as “working memory” and “long-term storage.” Working memory (also referred to as immediate or short-term memory or attentive memory) allows one to hold in mind, simultaneously, several items needed for performing a task. Working memory is closely associated with systems
involving the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and basal ganglia and operates a “visual spatial sketch pad” (images) and a “phonological loop” (acoustic). Long-term storage (also referred to as short-term [sic] or long-term memory and episodic memory) maintains perceived information in a solidified form for a time period but is subject to decay parameters based on the nature and strength of the saved trace. This solidification of declarative or episodic information details occurs as a consolidation of neuronal firing-pattern traces in the association cortex regions, which are posterior to the central sulcus (in the parietal and temporal lobes), in the same distributed neural networks responsible for perceiving information [40–41]. The operations that induce solidification of a perception involve reciprocal connections with two specific medial temporal lobe structures, the hippocampus (autobiographic, location, episodic memory, etc.) and the amygdala (emotional conditioning, information evaluation on its importance to the individual) [40], and systems associated with the medial temporal lobe, including the Papez circuit (hippocampus, fornix, mammillary bodies, and cingulum) and the Nauta circuit (basolateral limbic circuit that includes the amygdala, dorsomedial nucleus of the thalamus, and the frontal lobes) [42–44]. Learning and memory are also influenced by

---

**Figure 3.**
neurons with thin, unmyelinated, corticopedal fibers projecting from cell bodies in the brain stem, including the acetylcholine neurons of the nucleus basalis of Meynert (detail learning), the norepinephrine neurons of the locus coeruleus (reward-related learning/Skinnerian conditioning), and the serotonin neurons of the dorsal raphe nucleus (classical/Pavlovian conditioning).

A central issue concerning memory is relearning lost skills and abilities, a critical part of rehabilitation. Fundamental neuroplastic mechanisms exist in the brain to form new connections, and many neuroplastic processes are activated to recover from brain injury. Some of these processes are facilitated by dietary and hormonal factors. However, some aspects of these processes require higher levels of learning to activate the formation of the needed new pathways. If fundamental memory mechanisms are not working, then recovery will be more difficult. Potentially, the neuroplastic processes may be augmented with medications and complex stimulation.

**Criteria and Assessment.** Memory dysfunction following TBI may be acute or chronic. Acute dysfunction is described in terms of PTA and PCS, as just described, and is generally time-limited. Sim et al., for example, found that postconcussive athletes’ reaction times and processing speeds returned to normal within 6 days, and memory impairment usually resolved without intervention within 10 days postconcussion [45]. However, such recovery will depend on the severity of damage to the affected systems in a particular individual.

Chronic memory impairment following TBI has not been labeled diagnostically. Chronic memory storage impairment may persist for years and involve deficits in medial temporal lobe processing (particularly hippocampal and/or amygdaloid) as shown by difficulty encoding or retrieving recent memory. Specific memory deficits can be related to the damage of related cortical regions.

Acute memory disturbances such as PTA may be assessed with use of the guidelines the AAN described or with similar grading systems. The Standardized Assessment of Concussion includes measures of cognition, including orientation, immediate recall, concentration, and delayed recall (after few minutes and a distraction). Chronic disorders of memory may be assessed at the bedside and usually involve administration of simple cognitive tests that measure various aspects of working memory and storage ability. This level of testing is useful for screening. One of the most common assessments involves asking the patient to repeat a list of three items (immediate recall) and repeat them again at the end of testing (delayed recall) [46]. For individuals with evidence of memory dysfunction, a formal neuropsychological assessment is more detailed and may include learning a variety of materials, such as stories, lists of words, or pictures [46–49].

**Treatment Options.** Treatment during the primary phase of recovery from a TBI, which is due to direct physical insult and may involve damage to neuronal cell bodies and their arborizations, is difficult because of the short window of opportunity [50]. Treatment for secondary or delayed injury, which results from a complex cascade of molecular, cellular, and biochemical events lasting days to several months, is more promising [51]. Pharmacological targets include neurotransmitter pathways, excitatory amino acids (modulators), calcium channels (blockers), reactive oxygen species (scavengers), inflammation (anti-inflammatory agents), caspases, calpain (inhibitors), endocrine metabolism (treatments), and neurotrophic factors. Various agents targeting biochemical and cellular events are in various phases of clinical trials [50]. Treatment for long-term sequelae can be targeted with respect to treatments for the conditions that are comparable with those seen in other clinical settings.

Cholinesterase inhibitors, for augmenting neurotransmitter function in acetylcholine systems, are Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved for treating dementia related to AD and have been used increasingly off-label for a variety of cognitive deficits. Although no drug used for treating dementia currently has FDA approval for also treating TBI, several such compounds have been examined in clinical studies. For example, donepezil has shown some efficacy in the treatment of TBI-related memory problems [52–55] and rivastigmine has been shown to be safe and well tolerated in a prospective, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study of 157 patients with TBI with moderate to severe memory impairments [56]. Galantamine has been beneficial in treating memory loss in long-term trials [57].

Other medications have been tried in treating memory losses in patients with TBI. For example, memantine, an N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor modulator, which may protect against glutamatergic excitotoxicity and is FDA-approved for treating moderate to severe dementia associated with AD, has been shown to prevent neuronal loss in rodent TBI models, specifically in the hippocampus [58], and has shown promise in a pilot trial for treating PTSD [59]. Methylphenidate, a catecholaminergic stimulant, has been examined, with studies suggesting varying degrees of efficacy [60–61]. No large-scale trials of these
medications exist, and little is known about the moderators or mediators of treatment response.

Neurogenesis occurs in neural stem cells of the subventricular zone of the lateral ventricles, subgranular layer of the dentate gyrus, and olfactory bulbs. Neural stem cells express acetylcholine receptors, and animal studies have shown that treatment with acetylcholinesterase inhibitors promote survival of these newborn neurons under both normal and stressed conditions [62]. Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) [63] and lithium [64–65] may also increase adult hippocampal neurogenesis and reverse stress-induced cognitive damage. Bremner and Vermetten demonstrated that patients with PTSD treated for 1 year with an SSRI increased their hippocampal volume 5 percent and improved their verbal declarative memory function 35 percent [63]. These treatment modalities that promote neurogenesis need to be more fully explored in treatment of TBI-related cognitive deficits.

Attention

**Definition and Neurobiological Basis.** Impairment of attention focus is common following TBI and is seen across the TBI severity spectrum [66]. Attention can be understood as “a control process that enables an individual to select, from a number of alternatives, the task to be performed, or the stimulus to be processed, and the cognitive strategy to be adopted to carry out the operation” [67]. “Attention is a multidimensional construct composed of such phenomenon as strategic scanning, exclusion of irrelevant stimuli, sustained attention, divided attention, inhibition of impulsive action, and selection and monitoring of response” [68]. Van Zomeren and Brouwer initially proposed fundamental components of attention: “focused,” “divided,” and “supervisory” [69].

Margulies proposed that the hippocampus mediates selective attention, in which sensory data are conveyed to the hippocampus and matched against a cognitive “map,” so as to determine whether or not a stimulus should be noteworthy, determination-based novelty, emotional valence, and salience [70]. Hippocampal selective attention may also be modulated phasically by norepinephrine, diurnally by serotonin, and over the long term by corticosteroids [68]. This theory is contrasted with the noradrenergic theory of attention deficit disorder [71–72], which suggests that attention deficit and hyperactivity are due to an increase in noradrenergic transmission from the locus coeruleus. A tonically high noradrenergic state may reduce the threshold of the hippocampus to stimuli, thus leading to increased distractibility, a “merger” of the two theories [68]. Of note, the hippocampus is reciprocally connected to posterior cortical regions, which also receive norepinephrine input, and processing is likely done in a mass, hierarchical, parallel-distributed processing fashion, as formulated by Ashford et al. and others [40–41,73–74].

Attention is generated by multifaceted neural processing that coordinates broad cortical integrative systems for specific processing requirements [75], rather than locally restricted analyses [76–77]. A variety of specific neural networks responsible for attention are widely distributed across various cortical regions with important nodes in the brain stem; frontal, temporal, and parietal regions; and cingulate cortex [75,77]. The parietal or spatial attention networks interact with limbic and monoaminergic systems to modulate motivation-induced attention shifts [77]. Thus, attention coordination recruits large arrays of neural populations, rather than restricting processing to a limited distribution.

Disruption of any of the brain structures associated with coordinating cerebral processing can disrupt critical aspects of attention. Furthermore, a pathophysiological relationship could exist between TBI and ADHD. Although TBI symptoms can mimic those of ADHD, by the DSM-IV definition, ADHD cannot be diagnosed in the presence of TBI. ADHD is primarily recognized as a childhood or developmental condition. ADHD was formerly described as minimal brain injury syndrome or minimal brain dysfunction [78] that displays inattention, impulsivity, and hyperactivity. Although ADHD cannot be diagnosed in the presence of head injury, one may diagnose MNI to capture the symptoms of inattention and use this relationship for evaluation and treatment development.

**Criteria and Assessment.** Patients with TBI typically present with complaints of concentration difficulties, distractibility, difficulty multitasking, and decreased processing speed. The patients may be impulsive and hyperactive. Patients may not be able to verbalize “I can’t focus,” so symptoms of inattention should be sought when a patient presents with many days of missed work or frequent job changes.

A typical bedside assessment of attention involves asking a patient to name as many animals as possible in 1 min, repeat a series of digits forward and backward, perform “serial sevens,” or spell a common five-letter word backward. The Conners Scale is an instrument that uses observer ratings and self-report ratings to help a clinician assess ADHD and evaluate problem behavior in children and adolescents. This scale has been modified
for assessing adults [79] and may help clinicians assess the severity of ADHD symptoms and their response to treatment. For moderate to severe TBI, the Moss Attention Rating Scale has been used during acute inpatient rehabilitation and exhibits good interrater reliability [80].

Based on the fundamental components of attention—focused, divided, and supervisory [69]—neuropsychological instruments can be directed to each component of attention including—

1. “Focused Attention”: Stroop Color and Word Test [81], TR Distraction Task [69].
2. “Divided Attention” test: Trail Making Test, parts A and B [82], RT Dual Task [83–84], Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task or PASAT (modified from Gronwall and Sampson [85–88]).
3. “Supervisory Attention”: Relative Preservation Error Score or PERSREL (derived from the Modified Card Sorting Test) [89], Lack of Consistency Score derived from the 15 Words Test [90].

Spikman et al. examined the construct validity of these three aspects of attention in nondisabled individuals and patients with TBI [91]. The results demonstrated no difference in scores for focused attention and divided attention. However, a difference was found in the supervisory attention category. The authors noted focused, divided, and supervisory constructs are not separate entities and exist in a phenomenological context only. Individuals with TBI approach problem-solving tasks in a quantitatively different way because of a shift in response control. In response-control shift, patients may exert a greater or lesser amount of executive control than they would have done before their TBI, a speed-accuracy trade-off: emphasizing speed with increased risk of errors versus emphasizing accuracy and subsequently reducing speed of task performance. Slowing of information processing following TBI has also been extensively demonstrated [83–84,92–93]. Clinicians should consider these elements when assessing an individual’s attention performance: control and speed (also demonstrated in other studies; see Spikman et al. [91] along with task structure). Several studies have led to the conclusion that executive control should be viewed as a core component of performance in attention tasks. Zoccolotti et al. [94] examined selective (focused, divided) attention and intensive (alertness, vigilance) attention processing in 106 patients at 5 months post-TBI. Widespread deficits affecting selective and intensive attention processes were not observed. Factor analysis identified two main subgroups. Patients in the first subgroup, characterized by more severe TBI as evidenced by a lengthier coma, were more impaired in selective and divided attention. In the second patient subgroup, alertness was indistinguishable from control, but a decrease in divided attention abilities was observed, in contrast to the findings from Spikman et al. [95], who attributed attention deficits to a general slowness factor. In a third small subgroup, individuals reacted slowly to visual stimuli and were unable to perform divided attention tasks.

In the Divided Attention test, a subject is required to divide his attention between two tasks simultaneously: one acoustic, one visual [94]. An inability to acquire information simultaneously from both sensory channels results in an omission of target response and/or slowed response. Patients ranked tasks of the Divided Attention test to be the most difficult. The literature emphasizes the importance of divided attention tasks because of their relevance to everyday functioning [69]. The inability to divide attention into different channels may hinder a patient’s ability to effectively return to study or work [96].

Treatment Options. As in the case of memory deficits, no large-scale studies of treatments for attention deficits exist in TBI, and consequently, no treatments are specifically or definitively recommended. However, the need for management of attention problems has led clinicians to consider attention deficit treatment models in other populations, such as children with ADHD. For example, the Texas Medication Algorithm Project-guided treatment provides a useful treatment guideline for examination because several medications used to treat ADHD have been used to treat similar symptoms in TBI [4]. The Texas Medication Algorithm Project delineates a multistage approach, outlined as follows:

1. Stimulants are the drug of first choice in the treatment of ADHD [97–101], because an extensive body of evidence indicates that 75 percent of those with ADHD are responders. The effect size of this class of medication reaches 1.0, one of the largest effect sizes of any psychotropic medication [102]. By analogy with TBI, the stimulant methylphenidate has been studied and suggested to be helpful in TBI-related inattention [61,66,103–104]. Though less well studied, the stimulant dextroamphetamine has shown similar effects in TBI-related inattention [105–106].
2. For second-line treatment of ADHD, atomoxetine is a specific noradrenergic reuptake inhibitor with an effect size of 0.7. However, little evidence exists yet for the use of this medication in treating TBI-related inattention [107].
3. Bupropion has been well established as an off-label agent in ADHD treatment, but has not been studied in TBI-related ADHD-like symptoms.

4. The alpha-2 agonists are frequently used as adjunctive treatment in ADHD but specifically for the impulsive and hyperactive components. Individuals treated with clonidine following TBI demonstrated a reduction of plasma norepinephrine and a normalization of plasma epinephrine. The reduction of sympathetic overactivity is probably due to the specific action of clonidine on alpha-2 adrenoceptors within the rostral ventrolateral medulla [108].

The Texas Medication Algorithm Project also provides additional treatment options of ADHD-associated comorbidities such as depression, anxiety, and aggression. Modafinil, a currently available stimulant medication, while not incorporated into the Texas Medication Algorithm Project, has improved significantly in both inattentive and combined types of ADHD in three double-blind placebo-controlled studies [109]. The effect of modafinil in treating TBI-related ADHD-like symptoms has not been demonstrated.

Additional options for treating attention problems may also be considered. Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors, such as donepezil, have helped increase short-term memory scores and attention in psychological testing during a 24-week randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind crossover study [54]. Long-term use of donepezil may prove deleterious because of the induction of cholinesterase overactivity, although galantamine (now available in a generic formulation) may not have this adverse consequence. Memantine, an NMDA receptor modulator, has been investigated by Findling et al. in a pilot open-label 8-week evaluation of pediatric ADHD using 10 to 20 mg doses a day [110]. Dosages were well tolerated and were found to be effective in improving inattention; results appeared to be dose-related. Effects of memantine on TBI-related inattention have not been examined. Noncompetitive NMDA receptor antagonists, such as amantadine, have received little attention as agents in treating TBI-related cognitive dysfunction. Two case reports; three retrospective studies; and two randomized, double-blind, controlled trials of amantadine therapy have been reported and indicate that this medication may be a promising therapy [111–112]. One study of a dopamine receptor agonist, bromocriptine, showed that it did not benefit individuals presenting with inattention following moderate to severe TBI, even possibly being associated with adverse events [113].

Communication: Linguistics—Speech and Language

Definition and Neurobiological Basis. TBI causes a range of communication deficits that cannot be explained in classical terms of aphasia [114–116]. Rather, these deficits are best described as cognitive-communication disorders or cognitive pragmatics [117]. Language and thought are closely related in brain organization and social function. Language facilitates certain types of complex thought and cognition by allowing subvocalization and organization of thoughts for performing more complex mental operations. Damage to the language centers, therefore, not only impairs the ability to communicate but also interferes with the ability to organize complex cognitive processing.

The basis of communication is information exchange between two participants who attempt to achieve several objectives, beginning with understanding the mind-set of the interlocutor. For example, in the act of being deceitful, what an actor intentionally communicates conflicts with the actor’s private mental state, but that communicated information does not contrast with the knowledge that is disclosed to the partner. In case of deceit comprehension, the partner recognizes the difference between what is expressed and the ideation the actor privately entertains. In addition, in irony, that which an actor intentionally communicates also contrasts with the knowledge he/she shares with the partner. This complex mixture of information makes an ironic communication act more difficult for a listener to recognize and understand than a deceitful one. Linguistic (syntax, lexical), extralinguistic (gesturing), and paralinguistic (tone, intonation, rhythm, and prosody) elements of communication are then set in motion. During a communicative exchange, individuals will match their linguistic and extralinguistic acts with appropriate paralinguistic aspects. Communication is also governed by cooperative principals and rules of politeness (e.g., when, how, and what a person is allowed to say about social status, hierarchical position, or level of formality) [118].

In TBI, the location and extent of the injury determine the type and the degree of language and speech impairment. Damage to certain regions of the language centers of the dominant hemisphere (for most individuals, the left hemisphere) produces aphasia. Aphasia can be differentiated clinically into two broad categories: “impaired repetition” (Broca, Wernicke, global, and conductive aphasias) and “preserved repetition or isolated aphasia” (motor, sensory, mixed, and anomic aphasias) [119]. One can characterize these aphasias according to the variation of the deficits in naming (object identification), fluency (smoothness or flow with which sounds,
syllables, words, and phrases are joined when speaking), comprehension (verbal understanding), and repetition (ability to repeat a phrase) [120]. Impaired repetition may be related to damage to Wernicke’s area for language reception, producing a receptive aphasia; to Broca’s area for language expression, producing an expressive aphasia; or to the arcuate fasciculus (a bundle of the superior longitudinal fasciculus), which connects Wernicke’s and Broca’s areas, producing a conduction aphasia [119].

TBI-induced damage to the language centers may impair social functioning as well. Although the dominant hemisphere is responsible for vocabulary and syntax, concepts may originate in either hemisphere or may be a function of cross-hemispheric interactions. Pragmatic language is located in the nondominant hemisphere and is disrupted by frontolimbic damage [121]. Damage to this center may impair the patient’s ability to comprehend jokes, irony, or even speaker intention. Furthermore, social language functioning may be compromised by dominant hemisphere injury, such as the capacity to organize discourse. In addition, such damage may disturb speech prosody, and these individuals may speak with disordered intonation, rhythm, or inflection.

**Criteria and Assessment.** Milton et al. suggested that inappropriate communication following TBI is the most severe obstacle for patients to surmount when socially reintegrating [122]. Communication difficulties impair social interacting, and changes in sociability may be the most destabilizing of sequelae following TBI and certainly the most invalidating [123–126]. These disorders are significant factors in poor psychosocial adaptation following injury [127–129]. Individuals with TBI have difficulty processing language efficiently [130], manifested as inappropriate topic-switching and turn-taking, poor conciseness [131], self-focused conversation, inappropriate humor, inappropriate levels of self-disclosure [132], and word-finding difficulties [133]. Several studies have shown that individuals with TBI demonstrate impaired paralinguistic processing that may be due in part to an impairment in recognizing emotions expressed by others, both in their voice and their facial expression [121,134]. This latter deficit may be the causal factor for antisocial behavior and poor social relationships following TBI.

Speech evaluation assesses the patient’s abilities in object-naming, fluency, comprehension, and repetition. Language can be measured at the bedside by listening to the patient speak and using simple requests, including identifying objects and repeating various words and phrases (e.g., “no ifs, ands, or buts”). Collateral history may be elicited by asking family members if their loved ones are able to read social cues, enjoy jokes, or understand irony. Observation of specific language difficulties or reports of nonspecific interaction problems should lead one to consider formal testing.

One formal language test is the Assessment Battery of Communication, which may help in evaluating pragmatic language disorders in individuals with TBI [118]. This assessment battery is made up of five different evaluation scales, such as linguistic (syntax, lexical), extralinguistic (gesturing), paralinguistic (tone, intonation, rhythm, and prosody), context, and conversation, that investigate all the principal aspects involved in communicative exchange.

**Treatment Options.** Currently, the main treatment for aphasia is conventional speech and language therapy that depends on the brain’s ability to recover function through neuroplastic processes (learning and memory), which may be activated and enhanced by exercise and medications. Empirical observation suggests that spontaneous biological recovery may also partly explain the improvement in language function [135].

Pharmacotherapy adjuncts to speech and language therapy have been used and include monoaminergic (bromocriptine, levodopa, d-amphetamine) and cholinergic (donepezil, rivastigmine, galantamine) agents [136]. The efficacy of these treatments has not been determined; however, limited results using piracetam and amphetamine have been demonstrated [137]. Dextroamphetamines improve attention span and enhance learning and memory, which are essential for acquiring new motor and cognitive skills, thus leading to a more rapid recovery from aphasia. Minimal investigation of these agents has been conducted in TBI-related aphasia, and overall, the literature is sparse regarding pharmacological treatments of pragmatic language disorders. Specialized computer and Internet training materials have been increasingly used and shown to benefit individuals with TBI suffering from cognitive-linguistic impairments [138]. Some studies have indicated that repetitive transcortical magnetic stimulation may be an effective adjunct to speech and language therapy [139], but recommendation of this therapy awaits replication of the initial studies and further demonstration in careful studies of specific language disorders.

**Communication: Affect Recognition and Emotion Expression**

**Definition and Neurobiological Basis.** Affect recognition has been a study of science for decades but has
only been addressed recently concerning TBI. Consequently, little data are available concerning the incidence and prevalence of disorders of affect recognition in TBI. However, inappropriate expression of emotion and loss of inhibitory control of affect, i.e., lability, are common in patients with TBI.

Generally, functional impairments following TBI may be seen in all aspects of daily functioning, including reduced employment and impaired social relationships with subsequent reduction in QOL [3]. Psychosocial impairment is typically seen within the realm of interpersonal communication [140], which involves the perception of emotion, empathy, recognition of faux pas, and behavior. Several studies have shown that individuals with TBI have significant difficulties recognizing non-verbal cues of affect [141–152], resulting in inappropriate behavior [153], thereby affecting social relationships [154]. Emotion recognition is pivotal in engaging social interaction [155–159] and developing and maintaining support networks.

Poor outcomes following TBI are associated with inadequate social support networks, which are poorly maintained when interpersonal skills deteriorate [160]. LoBello et al. found that not only those with TBI but also their families experience a shrinking of social networks [161] and that one-third of families at follow-up have problematic interactions [162]. Caretakers of individuals with diminished social support experience higher levels of stress [163–164]. Marriages are also found to be more likely to end in divorce or separation due to loneliness, altered interpersonal skills [165], and unpredictable behavioral patterns [166]. Problems with affect recognition are also seen in individuals with autism spectrum disorder [159,167–169], which may be heuristically related to some varieties of TBI sequelae.

Recognition and response to facial affect in others and an individual’s facial affect expression are related to processing in the prefrontal, parietal, and temporal cortices and the limbic system. The prefrontal cortex, particularly the ventral medial aspect, allows one to experience one’s own emotions, and the absence of which impairs one’s ability to recognize emotion in another [150,170]. The orbital frontal cortex is responsible for the intensity of emotional expression [171].

In conditions such as autism in which recognition of affect is problematic, research has shown that the temporal lobe and amygdala may analyze facial affect one feature at a time [156,172–173]. In contrast, the fusiform area of the temporal lobe, in normal function, processes facial features as a whole, a “gestalt,” and in parallel [174–175]. The amygdala is pivotal in facial affect recognition, especially fear [176–179], damage to which may cause an individual’s innate fear response to change with subsequent difficulty in recognizing fear in others. Adolphs et al. found that individuals with such damage were unable to recognize emotion from faces in pictures where only the eyes were visible [173]. These individuals spend more time looking at the nose and mouth regions than controls.

Criteria and Assessment. No specific post-TBI emotional, affective, or “para-autistic” syndromal criteria or assessment scales have been developed at this time. The DSM-IV-TR criteria for autism may help assess these “para-autistic” features that develop following TBI. The two criteria are qualitative impairments in (1) social interaction and (2) communication. The first criterion, impaired social interaction, may be manifested as marked impairment in the use of multiple nonverbal behaviors such as eye gaze, facial expression, body posture, and gestures to regulate social interaction; a failure to develop peer relationships; a lack of spontaneous seeking to share enjoyment, interests, or achievements (e.g., by lack of showing, bringing, or pointing out objects of interests); and a lack of social or emotional reciprocity. The second criterion, impaired communication, may be manifested by marked impairment in the ability to initiate or sustain conversation.

Many families report that following TBI, the veteran is “not the same” or is just “a shell of the prior self.” The clinician needs to carefully observe the communicative transaction between patient and family members as well as the exchange with the clinician. History-taking may be enriched with these “para-autistic” impairments in mind.

Without specific criteria, the clinician may appropriately use any of the several dozen autistic rating scales available. The Diagnostic Interview for Social and Communication Disorders, used to assess children and adults of any age, is an interviewer-based schedule for use with parents and caregivers. It primarily helps the clinician obtain a developmental history and description of the child or adult concerned. It also helps the clinician to understand a pattern of skills and impairments that underlie certain behaviors [180].

Treatment Options. Cognitive strategies such as those used to treat autism may help treat communication and affect issues related to TBI. Such strategies may include teaching patients to attend to relevant facial features, such as eyes and their openness, and to be able to associate
certain facial features, such as wide open eyes, with fear. Clinicians may use static pictures initially followed by videos demonstrating faces that vary in emotion and intensity. Negative facial features should be used more, because they are more difficult to interpret. Role playing and practicing facial expression in a mirror for feedback may benefit patients as well. They should be encouraged to become more aware of their own emotional experiences and how their new limitations (e.g., difficulty reading people) affect their social and occupational functionings. Family instruction will help eliminate the idea that their loved one “just doesn’t want to” but instead is “unable to” [160].

Visuospatial Perception and Sensory-Motor Integration

Definition and Neurobiological Basis. The incidence and prevalence of apraxia and agnosia in mild or moderate TBI are unknown. However, deficits of the parietal and temporal lobes are associated with agnosia and apraxia. Agnosia is difficulty identifying or recognizing various sensory stimuli: astereognosis (impaired tactile recognition) due to lesions of the contralateral parietal lobes, and visual agnosia (impaired visual recognition) due to parieto-occipital lesions. Apraxia is the inability to carry out a motor act despite intact motor and sensory pathways. Ideomotor apraxia is the inability to perform motor responses on verbal command (for example, a patient cannot pinch his nose when asked but is able to do so spontaneously). A variety of brain structures are implicated in ideomotor apraxia, including the corpus callosum, the arcuate fasciculus, and Broca’s area. Ideational apraxia is inability to conceptualize movements, and patients with this disability have difficulty sequencing different components of a complex task, although each separate component can be performed separately. Ideational apraxia is seen following lesions of the left parieto-temporo-occipital area and frontal lobes. Constructional apraxia is the inability to draw or construct two- or three-dimensional figures or shapes [120,181].

The action of picking up a tool and using it requires a complex hierarchy of parallel processing [41,74], which can be described as a “ready, set, go” mechanism. “Ready” entails, for example, “deciding to pick up a tool for use.” This decision may occur in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. “Set” determines the identity of the tool based on intrinsic properties such as shape, size, and color, which are analyzed along the ventral visual pathway that projects from the occipital cortex to the temporal lobe. Next, the object needs to be located because of its position in space, which depends on the dorsal visual pathway, which projects from the occipital cortex to the parietal lobe. Then, the status of the information of the shape, color, size, and location of the object in space is provided to the premotor areas to plan the execution of the task. The set of muscles to be used is determined, and then their sequence, force, amplitude, and speed of contraction are planned by the premotor areas. This information is sent to the “go” center, the primary somatomotor cortex, which executes this motor plan by way of the motor neurons projecting to the spinal cord. The movement trajectory is modulated by neural loops involving the cerebellum and the basal ganglia. Any of the neural fiber pathways subserving these systems and functions may be disrupted by TBI and lead to consequent dysfunction.

Criteria and Assessment. Apraxia and agnosia are well documented in individuals with stroke and severe TBI, and symptoms are usually overt and relatively easy to detect. In mild TBI, deficits may be more subtle, so syndromal criteria are needed. In review of these conditions, asking the patient if she or he has any difficulty writing, holding a pen, buttoning clothes, or “being clumsy” can be useful. Relatives may complain that the patient is able to wash a cup by him- or herself but is too “stubborn” to do so when asked, which may indicate an ideomotor apraxia. In the assessment of agnosia, patients may not be able to convey their difficulty finding words or remembering the names of objects, so capacity should be determined with specific questions.

A clinician can identify disorders of perception and integration in the neurological examination by requesting an individual to identify simple objects such as a key by sight using the visual system (apperceptive, associative) or by touch using the somatosensory system (astereognosia). Once motor and sensory pathways are deemed intact, the patient may be asked to pick up a pen. If the patient is unable to perform this task despite collateral confirmation to the contrary, then ideomotor apraxia may be considered. In the assessment of apraxia, a three-step command such as “point to the door, point the ceiling, and then raise your right foot” may be given. If the patient is unable to perform the three-step command in its entirety but is able to complete the task when commands are given as individual steps, ideation apraxia may be considered. An inability to copy geometric figures, such as a cube, may indicate a constructional apraxia.

Assessment of perception and integration is part of formal neuropsychological testing for TBI. Block design
test (Kohs, 1923 [182]) is a test of parietal function and requires the patient to take blocks that have all white sides, all red sides, and red and white sides and arrange them according to a pattern. Temporal lobe function is assessed by tests that require a patient to identify a sequence of pictures, such as the Boston Naming Test [183].

**Treatment Options.** For patients with apraxia, cognitive-physical rehabilitation is the treatment modality of choice [184], including such interventions as behavioral training programs consisting of gesture-production exercises [185]. Medications that may promote neurogenesis, such as SSRIs [63], lithium [64–65], and cholinesterase inhibitors [62], may potentially be used as adjuncts in cognitive rehabilitation, although these agents have not been investigated adequately in the population with TBI [4].

**Executive Function**

**Definition and Neurobiological Basis.** The frontal lobes are especially vulnerable to injury following a TBI [186], resulting in a variety of cognitive and behavioral changes that significantly affect functional outcome [187]. Although all cognitive functions are phenomena of distributed neural processing networks that do not possess a singular location [40], executive processing occurs largely within the prefrontal cortex, in collaboration with other cortical regions and systems [41]. Important prefrontal sites of coordination or executive control include the anterior cingulate gyrus, orbital frontal gyrus, and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex [188]. The prefrontal cortex, in addition to being modulated by projections from acetylcholine, serotonin, and norepinephrine neurons, is unique among neocortical regions, in that it also receives projections from dopamine neurons. The prefrontal cortex works along with the basal ganglia, in particular the nucleus accumbens, which also receives projections from serotonin, norepinephrine, and dopamine neurons and has cholinergic and gamma-aminobutyric-ergic interneurons. Consequently, agents that affect any of these systems can influence the function of the prefrontal cortex.

Based on clinical experience with ADHD, Brown conceptualizes executive function within six clusters of cognitive functions: (1) activation: organizing, prioritizing, and activating to work; (2) focus: focusing, sustaining focus, and shifting attention to tasks; (3) effort: regulating alertness, sustaining effort, and processing speed; (4) emotion: managing frustration and regulating emotions; (5) memory: utilizing working memory and accessing recall; and (6) action: monitoring and regulating self-action [189]. Thus, executive function is an integration of selected cognitive resources, which allows an individual to perform daily tasks (e.g., paying bills, making and keeping appointments, shopping, cooking).

**Criteria and Assessment.** TBI of the frontal lobes with subsequent impairment of executive function [190] may be associated with poor vocational functioning and community integration [191–192] and with apathy and disinhibition. Simple tests for executive function include asking a patient to name as many animals as they can in a minute as well as similarities (How are a banana and orange alike?), differences (How are a lie and a mistake different?), and abstraction (proverb interpretation). However, inquiring about interests and the appropriateness of social behavior is also important.

Large studies utilizing the National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research TBI Model Systems database have failed to demonstrate impaired executive function at 1 year postinjury [193]. One possible explanation is that traditional neuropsychological testing measures are less sensitive to behavioral changes such as apathy and disinhibition [194–196], although the great heterogeneity of TBI presentation makes a single dysfunction difficult to find among the extraordinarily complex array of possible problems that could occur. Rather, the important focus is on the individual patient, defining that patient’s difficulties and trying to help that patient cope with those difficulties.

The Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function (for ages 0–18) [197] and the Frontal Systems Behavior Scale (for ages 18–95) [198] have good reliability and validity in distinguishing individuals with frontal lobe injury from those with other lesions [199]. The Frontal Systems Behavior Scale assesses apathy (anterior cingulate gyrus), disinhibition (orbital frontal), and executive function (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) [188] and effectively detects such changes in individuals with mild cognitive impairment, AD [200], or polysubstance abuse [201]. Importantly, returning veterans may not be fully aware (metacognition) of their deficits [202].

Metacognition is an important aspect of mental function and is the capacity to “think about thinking,” the mind’s creation of mental representations about itself. Metacognition involves the idea of appearance-reality distinction, i.e., things are not always the way they appear. One facet of metacognition is representational diversity: essentially what one person thinks about an event may be different from another. In addition, what
one thinks today about an event may be different from what one thinks the following day (representational change) [68,203]. Patients with TBI score poorly on the self-awareness questionnaires, and decreased metacognitive self-awareness is correlated with increased problems in some components of the executive system, even when the self-awareness questionnaire subscales are considered separately [204]. The literature has inconsistencies regarding the concept of awareness. A comprehensive model of awareness is needed to guide the development of measurement tools and interventions (for more information, see Toglia and Kirk [205]).

Treatment Options. A few drug trials have examined changes in executive function in patients with TBI. Bromocriptine, a dopamine enhancer, improved prefrontal functioning in such measures as initiation and mental flexibility in one double-blind, placebo-controlled, crossover study [206]. Treatment of individual cognitive domains, such as attention or memory, may improve overall executive function. Given the close interaction between studies of executive function and ADHD [189], treatment of problems in executive function may be best related to the treatments developed for ADHD (see the “Attention” section under “Treatment Options” for attention problems).

Neurobehavioral Disorders

The epidemiology and risk factors for noncognitive psychiatric disorders associated with TBI (depression, mania, PTSD, psychosis, agitation, and aggression) have recently been reviewed [21]. A significant additional neurobehavioral concern is sexual health and the impairment of libido. Numerous neurobehavioral syndromes are associated with TBI, although the evidence of specific associations in rigorous studies is lacking. Again, with the diversity of TBI, the neurobiological bases of TBI contributions to behavior problems are complex. However, clinical experience recommends practical management of these problems. These suggestions are outlined in Figure 3.

Mood

Definition and Neurobiological Basis. Depression is defined in DSM-IV-TR and is a fundamental problem addressed in the field of psychiatry. The incidence of post-TBI depression ranges from 15.3 to 33.0 percent [207–208], while the prevalence ranges from 18.5 to 61.0 percent [21,209–216]. These large ranges are likely due to the overlap of depression and postconcussive type symptoms (e.g., poor concentration, irritability, fatigue, sleep disturbances). The clinician must elucidate whether these symptoms are due to the emergence of a major depressive disorder or are related to PCS or apathy.

Suicide is a severe and devastating outcome of many psychiatric illnesses, particularly depression. In 2004, 32,439 Americans committed suicide, the equivalent to 89 suicides a day (11 per 100,000). In the general population, suicide is the twelfth leading cause of death, while it is the third leading cause of death in those aged 20 to 24, the second leading cause of death in those 25 to 34, and the fourth in those 35 to 44, ranging from 3.5 times higher in males than females aged 20 to 24 to 1.9 times higher in those aged 45 to 54 (Table) [217]. Approximately 52 percent of U.S. military personnel are aged 20 to 30. A TBI is likely to put individuals at even greater risk for suicide, because individuals with TBI have a three- to fourfold increase in successful suicides, an increase in suicide attempts (18%), and an increase in suicidal ideation (21%–22%) [218]. In 2004, the U.S. Army began using the Army Suicide Event Report, a 12-page standardized Web-based report to collect data on suicide-related events. According to this reporting system, an increasing trend exists in suicides: 67 suicides in 2004 (10.8 per 100,000), 87 in 2005 (12.8 per 100,000), and 99 in 2006 (17.3 per 100,000), although these numbers need to be considered relative to age and sex with respect to the numbers for the general population, which are actually higher. As of June 2007, 44 suicides occurred among active duty personnel (including reserve and National Guard), 17 of which were completed during Operation Iraqi Freedom and Operation Enduring Freedom (OIF/OEF) deployments in Iraq and Afghanistan. Of the suicides, 89 percent were male, 64 percent were Caucasian, 49 percent were under the age of 25, 91 percent were in the regular Army division, 49 percent were never married, and 36 percent were married. In contrast to the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Male/Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20–24</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–34</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–44</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–54</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Ages</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Depression criteria are defined with use of DSM-IV-TR criteria, although many variations of depression are listed. The recognition of depression must begin with a patient or caregiver complaint or clinician vigilance. A variety of depression scales is useful for screening, evaluating, and measuring depression. However, the capability of psychological instruments to detect depression in patients with TBI varies considerably. In individuals with TBI, the Beck Depression Inventory has a sensitivity of 36 percent and a specificity of 80 percent [227]. Jorge et al. found that four symptoms consistently differentiated depressed from nondepressed individuals with TBI [211–215]: depressed mood, feelings of worthlessness, reduced energy, and suicidal ideation. They also found that early awakening and difficulty concentrating distinguished groups only after 6 months, suggesting that the nature of a post-TBI depressive disorder may change over time. The most accurate items to detect TBI-related depression that are present in the DSM-IV-TR-based Neuropsychiatric Functioning Inventory are reduced libido, anhedonia, reduced appetite, and lack of confidence [209]. Suicide risk should be carefully assessed in all TBI cases.

Treatment Options. A paucity of TBI-related depression management trials exists. Most early studies of patients with TBI with depression examined the efficacy of tricyclic antidepressants, such as amitriptyline [228] (nortriptyline would offer all the benefits of this medication without as much anticholinergic side effect), and monoamine oxidase inhibitors, such as phenelzine [229], neither of which demonstrated efficacy in treating TBI-related melancholic depression. Desipramine, predominantly a norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor, however, clinically improved depression significantly [230]. Few studies have evaluated the efficacy of SSRIs in treating TBI-related depression. Statistically, sertraline significantly improved psychological distress, anger, and aggression [231]. Citalopram response and remission rates following treatment of patients with TBI were comparable with patients with depression and without TBI [232]. While these studies are helpful, insufficient evidence exists for developing standards of treatment for TBI-related depression. Other antidepressants such as bupropion, mirtazapine, venlafaxine, and duloxetine remain to be explored in treating TBI-related depression. At present, the clinician must determine treatment. Large multicenter clinical trials are needed to establish practice parameters. Psychostimulants, such as methylphenidate, have long been used as adjuncts in treating depression, and they have been advocated for use in patients with TBI [233]. In patients with human immunodeficiency virus, fatigue may be incapacitating and is significantly ameliorated with a psychostimulant, subsequently improving QOL [226]—this benefit may also extend to individuals with TBI who experience fatigue with or without depression.
Definition and Neurobiological Basis. DSM-IV-TR criteria are also used for defining manifestations of mania when they occur after TBI. The incidence of post-TBI mania is 9 percent [211–215], and the prevalence is 0.8 to 22 percent [234–236]. Risk factors include seizures, prolonged PTA, and varied lesion types including multifocal, orbitofrontal, temporal, and nondominant hemispheric lesions [237–239].

Criteria and Assessment. Patients with post-TBI-related mania typically present with sleeplessness, grandiosity, impaired judgment, irritability, pressured speech (80%–100% of cases), hyperactivity (65%), and hypersexual behavior (50%) [234]. The majority of manic cases develop after at least 1 year post-TBI, and some studies have reported a delay of 4 to 5 years post-TBI [234,240].

Several approaches have been used for diagnosing post-TBI mania based on the Research Diagnostic Criteria, DSM-III (Third Edition), DSM-III-Revised, and DSM-IV-TR. See Kim et al. for full discussion [21].

Treatment Options. Common approaches for treating mania, namely lithium [241] and valproate [242], have been shown to be effective in TBI-related mania. The possibility has also been raised that lithium can not only improve neuronal function but also stabilize behavior. Furthermore, lithium has been shown to increase gray matter volume [243]. Clinically in the population with non-TBI, antiseizure medications such as carbamazepine, oxcarbazepine, topiramate, and lamotrigine are used off-label as mood stabilizers. Lamotrigine is also FDA-approved for the maintenance treatment of bipolar mood disorder. Several atypical antipsychotics now carry FDA approval for the treatment of bipolar disorder, including aripiprazole, olanzapine, ziprazadone, and quetiapine. Combinations of several of these medications have also been studied in patients with mania and found to be effective. Of particular interest is the option of using low-dose lithium as a neuroprotective medication with antisuicidal features [244], along with other agents so that the chronic toxicity of lithium can be minimized. However, the effectiveness of any of these medications in the treatment of TBI-related mania has not been established.

PTSD and Other Anxiety Disorders

Definition and Neurobiological Basis. Civilians with a history of TBI compared with those without TBI have increased risk ratios (RRs) for PTSD (RR = 1.8), generalized anxiety disorder (RR = 2.3), obsessive compulsive disorder (RR = 2.6), and panic disorder (RR = 5.8) [245]. Following TBI, a 13 to 27 percent incidence [29,246–248] and 3 to 59 percent prevalence of PTSD can be found [249–251]. The wide range reported for prevalence is likely due in part to the diverse manifestations of PTSD concerning TBI [21].

Among veterans, a strong relationship also exists between TBI and PTSD. OIF/OEF soldiers with mild TBI are likely to develop PTSD soon after their return home [252]. While 11 percent of returning soldiers screen positive for PTSD, of those with mild TBI, 62 percent screen positive for PTSD [253]. Thus, the occurrence of PTSD and related disorders may be much higher in veterans with combat-related TBI. A significant question has been asked about the interaction between TBI and PTSD. The evidence indicates that many symptoms of mild TBI are related to the development of PTSD, and in particular, PTSD is an important mediator of the relationship between mild TBI and physical health problems [252]. Further questions need to be addressed as to whether combat-related mild TBI is more likely to cause particular neurological damage that will predispose to PTSD or whether the increased incidence of PTSD is related to premorbid or environmental factors, such as the stress of combat.

As defined by the DSM-IV-TR, PTSD is classified as an anxiety disorder that is induced by hypersensitive response to threat and includes reexperiencing, avoidance, and numbing. PTSD has also been considered a disorder of memory organization and may involve the intrinsic, non-declarative amygdala-based memory processing systems and the extrinsic, declarative, hippocampal-based memory-processing systems. Patients with PTSD typically present with intrusive memories, fragmentation of autobiographical memories, fragmentation of trauma-related memories, deficits in declarative memory, and the presence of trauma-related amnesia [254]. The linking of PTSD to anxiety and memory is not necessarily a conflict, but rather suggests that many of the involved brain systems are interrelated.

Elzinga and Bremner have proposed that the neural substrates of memory may be a final common pathway of PTSD neuropathophysiology [254]. Memory information details are stored throughout the cortex, mainly posterior to the central sulcus. The storage of information is mediated by reciprocal connections between the cortex and the hippocampus (autobiographical and semantic memory) and amygdala (emotional conditioning). Since memory is a cognitive domain, PTSD has also been framed within a cognitive model that is still compatible with
concepts of an anxiety disorder since anxiety is the result of cognitive appraisal of a threat. PTSD may become persistent when individuals process the trauma in a way that leads to a sense of serious current threat due to negative appraisals of the trauma and a disturbance of autobiographical memory characterized by poor elaboration and poor contextualization, strong associative memory, and strong perceptual priming [255].

Another consideration is that basic neurophysiological mechanisms may alter serotonergic learning pathways, which cause reexperiencing, particularly with nightmares [256]. Additionally, norepinephrine mechanisms, affecting levels of alertness and reward-orientation, may be involved in PTSD pathophysiology [257]. Of particular interest is that norepinephrine and serotonin medications are useful in treating depression and PTSD [256–257]. Norepinephrine and serotonin neuron cell bodies that project throughout the cortex are located in the brain stem, and their axons course through the medial forebrain bundle. Their axons are small, unmyelinated fibers and may be particularly vulnerable to shearing forces, which occur in some types of TBI. Consequently, TBI damage to these neurons could result in symptoms of PTSD and depression. The linking of these monoaminergic systems to PTSD, along with involvement of memory systems in the temporal lobe, including the amygdala and hippocampus, parallels the disruption of brain systems seen in AD [34,258], which may be causally related to TBI [259].

TBI can cause neurodegeneration in many brain structures, notably the hippocampus, cortex, and thalamus [63,260]. PTSD is also linked to decreased hippocampal volume. An ongoing debate exists as to whether PTSD can damage the hippocampus through stress effects or whether individuals with a smaller hippocampus are more prone to develop PTSD [261]. Regarding the relationship between TBI and PTSD, TBI may damage hippocampal connections enough to prime the system for future development of PTSD. Known risk factors for PTSD include LOC following a TBI [262], the presence of acute stress disorder following a TBI, and poor coping skills [29].

**Criteria and Assessment.** The criteria for diagnosing PTSD are outlined in DSM-IV-TR, and these criteria are the basis for scales that assess for the presence of PTSD. Using standard diagnostic tools that require “reexperiencing” symptoms to diagnose PTSD is problematic concerning TBI [8,21] because memory impairment during and following TBI is common. Thus, while reexperiencing may be central in diagnosing PTSD, it may not be a presenting symptom in individuals suffering from PTSD who have comorbid TBI. Thus, the use of unmodified DSM-IV-TR criteria and associated rating scales, such as the Present State Examination and Structured Clinical Interview, will subsequently produce a significant number of false negatives. Adding an additional scale, such as the Impact Event Scale, in memory loss cases may be useful to increase diagnostic sensitivity [246].

**Treatment Options.** PTSD has been suggested to become persistent when the traumatic stress is processed so that it leads to a sense of current threat resulting from improperly encoded autobiographical memory and perceptual priming. Changes in negative appraisal and the trauma memory are prevented by certain problematic behavioral and cognitive strategies [255], the targets of cognitive behavioral therapy. During the process of reappraisal, negative emotions are cognitively reframed to reduce physiological arousal without affecting the memory. In contrast, behavioral regulation suppresses negative emotions with a subsequent controlling of the traumatic memory, but an associated increase in sympathetic output may occur once the memory is experienced.

The SSRIs are the most widely studied and best tolerated medications for treating PTSD. These medications are significantly more effective than placebo and have been shown to significantly reduce core symptoms of PTSD (reexperiencing, avoidance, numbing, and hyperarousal). In addition to better tolerance than older antidepressants, they also appear more effective for PTSD [263]. Trazodone, a serotonergic agent, has been widely prescribed for patients with PTSD, both to control and reduce nightmares and to alleviate anxiety during the daytime [256]. Prazosin, a noradrenergic alpha-1 blocker, has also been used to reduce nightmares and daytime anxiety [257,264]. Propranolol, a centrally acting noradrenergic beta-blocker, has also been used to reduce anxiety. The benefits of these medications support the concept that both serotonergic and noradrenergic pathways are involved in the hyperarousal and adverse remembering associated with PTSD, and this insight can help manage chronic PTSD symptoms. Neuroleptics have been studied in PTSD treatment, and the typical dopaminergic blocking agents are considered detrimental to patients with PTSD, in spite of the psychotic proportions that the symptoms can manifest [265]. However, the atypical neuroleptics, with serotonergic effects, have some use [266]. Finally, sedative hypnotics (e.g., benzodiazepines) can temporarily relieve symptoms, but rebound symptoms and dependence contraindicate these medications for PTSD treatment.
Psychosis

Definition and Neurobiological Basis. The incidence of psychosis following TBI is approximately 20 percent [267]; the prevalence has not been determined. Diagnosing psychosis following a TBI falls into the DSM-IV-TR classification of psychosis secondary to a general medical condition. This characterization, however, has been used inconsistently across studies and has significant limitation [21]. Because the average time between a TBI and the development of psychosis is 12 years, the causal relationship versus an idiopathic psychosis in patients with a history of TBI is unclear without further understanding the pathophysiology underlying post-TBI psychosis.

The range of psychotic disorders is detailed in DSM-IV-TR. However, psychosis occurs in many variations and may be caused by numerous different and possibly unrelated pathophysiological mechanisms operating in the brain.

Dopamine is produced in the substantia nigra, the ventral tegmental area of the midbrain, and the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus. Unlike serotonergic and noradrenergic axons, the dopaminergic neurons that project to the cerebrum only target the basal ganglia and frontal cortex. They too are unmyelinated and may be several centimeters long. Because of their length and fragility, they may also be prone to axonal sheering. A psychotic manifestation in TBI may be due to a combination of certain risk factors, including left temporal lobe injuries, duration of LOC, TBI before adolescence, a genetic predisposition to schizophrenia [268], and a prior history of substance abuse and cognitive impairment [269–270]. A positive family history of psychosis and lengthy duration of LOC are the strongest predictors of the development of schizophrenia-like psychosis after TBI.

Criteria and Assessment. Psychosis following TBI typically involves positive-type symptoms, mainly paranoid delusions and auditory hallucinations [268]. Clinicians have used positive versus negative symptoms to differentiate TBI-related psychosis and the development of schizophrenia. This approach is problematic because patients with frontal lobe lesions present with significant negative-type symptoms, such as apathy.

To assess for the presence of psychosis, the clinician poses questions regarding positive symptoms (hallucinations, paranoia, and delusions) and negative symptoms (anhedonia and blunting of affect). The nature and extent of the injury, prior history of head injury, substance abuse, or psychological trauma are factors that must be considered when psychosis is assessed. Psychological testing is usually not required, although in equivocal cases, a Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory may be helpful.

Treatment Options. Atypical and typical antipsychotics are the primary agents used for treating psychosis, the choice based on clinical judgment. The literature does not define any guidelines for treating TBI-related psychosis. A few case studies are available for the use of individual atypical antipsychotics [271–272], but comprehensive studies have not been reported.

Agitation and Aggression

Definition and Neurobiological Basis. The term “agitation” refers to nonpurposeful behaviors and can include aggressive behavior, physically nonaggressive behavior, and verbally agitated behavior [273]. Agitation may be viewed as low frustration tolerance that may culminate in an act of aggression. Loosely, impulsive aggression has been defined as a persistent uncontrolled loss of temper manifested by verbal outbursts, striking, throwing, and damaging property or attacks on other persons [274]. While neither aggression nor agitation is a syndrome, agitation is a part of several syndromes, such as depression, mania, and delirium. The DSM-IV-TR diagnostic criteria for PDGMC partially capture the phenomenon of aggression in patients with TBI. Intermittent explosive disorder, however, is a diagnosis that cannot be made in the presence of TBI.

The incidence of TBI-related aggression is 34 percent [275–276], while its prevalence ranges from 20 to 40 percent [277]. Agitation occurs frequently during the acute stages of recovery following TBI and may be seen in 35 to 96 percent of individuals [13,278].

Numerous risk factors predispose to the development of agitation and aggression. Preinjury predictors of post-TBI aggression include family dysfunction, history of mood disorders, low socioeconomic status, and alcohol and substance abuse. A childhood history of oppositional-defiant behavior also predisposes to post-TBI aggression, which may be an extension of premorbid impulsivity and aggression [274]. Patients with such a risk-factor history showed increasing aggression with time as opposed to those patients without a risk-factor history [275]. While injury severity correlates with cognitive deficits, accordingly, many behavior problems after TBI, including aggression after TBI, do not correlate with levels of post-TBI aggression [21]. Effective screening of risk factors, especially childhood psychiatric history, helps identify patients with high risk for more intensive screening, follow-up, and treatment.
Criteria and Assessment. Agitation may complicate and prolong a hospital stay and be associated with decreased cognition [279]. Agitation and aggression may persist, causing considerable disability in the workplace and at home. Individuals demonstrating agitation following TBI are frequently diagnosed with a bipolar disorder. Although bipolar disorder and TBI-related aggression both share irritability and dysphoria, the clinician should consider specific mood symptoms, such as increased energy, decreased sleep, pressured speech, and racing thoughts, to differentiate the two syndromes. Agitation and aggression are also seen following injury to the orbitofrontal lobe, a region that is specifically responsible for inhibiting primal drives such as aggression and libido. No DSM-IV-TR classification captures aggressive outbursts as a pure entity concerning TBI.

Instruments used in the assessment of TBI-related aggression include the Overt Aggression Scale, with 38 percent accuracy at 6 months [276], and the DeBlois Aggressive and Antisocial Behavior Scale, mainly used in children demonstrating an increase in aggression and antisocial behavior. Both the Overt Aggression Scale and the Neurobehavioral Rating Scale are effective for monitoring changes across time.

Treatment Options. Extensive publications examine the use of various pharmacological agents in treating aggression; most studies are limited in their study design, thus precluding the development of standards of treatment. Evidence does exist for the use of beta-blockers such as propranolol and pindolol for treating aggression in patients with TBI [4]. Clonidine, an alpha-2 antagonist, has long been used in children with ADHD who continue to behave aggressively in spite of using a stimulant. Furthermore, studies providing evidence for optional considerations include the use of methylphenidate, SSRIs, valproate, lithium, tricyclic antidepressants, and buspirone. For full details see Warden et al. [4].

Sexual Health and Libido

Despite the high prevalence of sexual dysfunction following head injury, a paucity of information exists describing these problems and their treatment for soldiers with TBI returning from war. Problems frequently encountered include impulsiveness or inappropriateness, changes in libido (particularly a decrease) and sexual frequency, global sexual difficulties, and specific sexual dysfunctions [280]. The etiology of sexual dysfunction is likely multifactorial in nature and should also be examined biopsychosocially.

Posttraumatic hypopituitarism is the failure of the hypothalamic-pituitary axis secondary to TBI. Clinically hypopituitarism may present with decreased muscle mass and libido, infertility, and electrolyte abnormalities, such as hyponatremia. In addition, patients may also present with fatigue, depression, and a variety of cognitive deficits. Posttraumatic hypopituitarism is a diagnosis based on clinical evaluation, laboratory testing, and neuroimaging [281].

Subjects with TBI frequently describe a discrepancy between preinjury “self” and postinjury “self.” Cloute et al. discuss the importance of the reconstruction of identity following injury [282]. Schopp et al. described the masculine role functioning in life domains such as vocational functioning, sexual and interpersonal functioning, and personal independence [283]. Particular masculine role variables corresponded to different functional and psychological outcomes. Understanding these differences may provide new direction for treatment and may offer important information about aspects of traditional masculine roles that could enhance adjustment to injury.

One concern in managing the libido changes in patients with TBI is to carefully assess the medication regimen that a patient may have. For example, many antidepressant medications are well known to adversely affect sexual desire. Many other medications may similarly affect libido or other aspects of sexual function and, thus, should be used judiciously in patients with TBI.

Somatosensory Disruptions

Injury to sensory organs or their projections through the brain stem and elsewhere is frequently seen following TBI and may also be caused by axonal shearing. Each sensory organ system should be independently evaluated, and day-to-day functional impairments resulting from such injury should be delineated. Issues regarding olfactory, visual, and auditory senses will be outlined briefly:

- Olfactory dysfunction and disorders of taste have been well documented in conditions such as AD, Parkinson disease, and multiple sclerosis, but they remain to be fully characterized in TBI. Fibers from the nasal epithelium running through the cribriform plate to the olfactory bulb are vulnerable to trauma, particularly shearing. Disruption of these fibers may account for the frequent symptom of anosmia in patients with TBI and substantially alter the perception of taste. Also, the olfactory bulbs project through three branches to the basal forebrain and medial temporal lobe limbic areas, which are regions involved in motivation, emotion, and memory. In
animal models, bulbectomy procedures cause depression and immune changes [284]. Consequently, changes in the sense of smell may alter emotions and social interactions as well as immune function.

• Visual disturbances such as anomalies of accommodation as evidenced by either intermittent or constant blurred vision may be present. Patients with TBI may also present with anomalies of vision such as abnormal saccades, pursuit, and fixation, which impact reading efficacy. Patients with TBI may complain of skipping lines inadvertently, which can greatly reduce reading speed and ultimately affect occupational functioning. They may also present with anomalies of vergence, which may cause in intermittent or constant diplopia and a sense the print is floating. Anomalies of the visual field result in spatial perceptual deficits. Anomalies of light sensitivity such as photosensitivity and photophobia may also be present [285].

• Auditory problems are potentially extensive. They can relate to damage to the ear, particularly the peripheral association of traumatic disruption of the tympanic membrane or the cochlea. Damage to delicate auditory pathways can also occur. Tinnitus is a particularly common and difficult-to-manage complaint but may be related to cerebral processing.

Another frequent problem in patients with TBI is dizziness. Dizziness most likely results from damage to the middle ear (vestibular apparatus), which includes the semicircular canals that respond to rotations and the otolithic organs that respond to sense linear accelerations with otoconia crystals. Either system could be damaged by external physical forces causing rapid translation or rotation of the head, permanently disturbing equilibrium. Note that dizziness may be caused by other TBI-associated problems, including disturbance of other neural systems and vascular damage.

**Somatic Symptoms—Headache and Chronic Pain Syndromes**

Chronic pain syndromes, such as headache, are an underdiagnosed consequence of TBI. Among civilians, the prevalence of chronic pain was greater in patients with mild TBI compared with those with moderate or severe TBI. Twenty studies including 3,289 civilian patients with TBI yielded a chronic pain prevalence of 52 percent. Three studies assessing TBI among 917 veterans yielded a pain prevalence of 43 percent. PTSD may mediate some TBI physical health symptoms, but brain injury appears to correlate independently with chronic pain [252]. Chronic pain is independent of psychological disorders such as PTSD and depression and is common even among patients with apparently minor injuries to the brain [286]. More research is needed to understand the treatment of chronic pain concerning mild TBI.

**Substance Dependence**

A common problem in most societies and among veterans of all conflicts is substance dependence. Substance dependence ranges from legitimate substance overuse, including tobacco and alcohol, to illicit substance use, including narcotics, stimulants (particularly methamphetamine and cocaine), sedative hypnotics, and hallucinogenics (marijuana, LSD [lysergic acid diethylamide], phencyclidine). Substance dependence also includes use that is deleterious to the long-range health and function of an individual, even if substance is legitimately prescribed by a licensed clinician. Commonly prescribed drugs of particular concern include narcotics and benzodiazepines. Clinicians need to consider substance dependence in patients with TBI for two reasons. First, TBI may predispose the patient to developing substance dependence because of weakened self-control or somatic pains that lead to excessive use of a substance, followed by dependence. Second, the patient with a TBI can be more impaired by substances because of deficiencies in brain function. Thus, a critical issue of which the primary-treating clinicians in the chronic care environment need to be aware is the possibility of substance dependence. They need to be alert to recognize the signs and symptoms. Also, clinicians should try to avoid the use of chronic narcotic and benzodiazepine prescriptions in these patients.

**DISCUSSION**

Cognitive dysfunctions (memory, attention, language, visuospatial cognition, sensory-motor integration, affect recognition, and executive function), neurobehavioral disorders (mood, affect, anxiety, posttraumatic stress, psychotic, sleep, and libidinal disorders), somatosensory disruptions (changes in smell, vision, hearing, equilibrium, taste, and somatosensory perception), somatic symptoms (headache, chronic pain), and substance dependence (in the context of a post-TBI occurrence or relapse) define symptom clusters observed in many veterans returning from OIF/OEF (Figure 1). Social and occupational dysfunctions
and the reduction in QOL may be attributed to any component of the post-TBI state; therefore, each facet of TBI should be fully evaluated for the need of a comprehensive and individualized treatment plan. While cognitive dysfunction and neurobehavioral disorders may be due to a circuitry interruption involving the cortex and subcortical structures, somatic symptoms are most likely due to damage to specific sensory organs or their projections. Approaching the myriad of post-TBI psychiatric symptoms as discrete clusters will help clinicians facilitate rehabilitation and ensure that neurology and psychiatry resources know the goals for each specialty, thereby providing comprehensive diagnosis and care and minimizing the risk of missing significant problems in patients with TBI.

Various rating scales and their sensitivities in detecting psychiatric sequelae concerning TBI have been discussed only briefly. Many traditional psychiatric rating scales are problematic concerning a TBI. For example, scales used to detect PTSD may not be sufficiently sensitive in those patients with TBI, because these scales rely heavily on reexperiencing phenomena for diagnosis, which may be absent because of PTA. Syndromal criteria and instruments of detection need to be redefined for individuals with TBI, and rating scales need to be further developed using Modern Test Theory* so that they can be efficiently applied in the clinical setting. Until further study of patients with TBI is conducted to provide specific understanding of TBI ramifications, clinicians need to be vigilant for both typical and atypical presentations of various chronic neuropsychiatric sequelae of TBI.

Once delineated, capturing symptoms on a five-axis DSM-IV-TR diagnosis is problematic in view of the multitude of available diagnostic classifications. MNI may be used to capture cognitive sequelae as an axis I diagnosis. Neurobehavioral sequelae can be captured using standard taxonomies for mood, anxiety, and psychotic disorders until the taxonomies are revised to include specific presentations of these disorders concerning TBI. Somatic symptoms can be evaluated as a single entity and listed on axis III. No clear evidence exists to establish a link between a specific cognitive dysfunction and specific somatic symptoms. Dizziness, for example, may be associated with memory impairment in one individual and with language difficulties in another. To foster efficient care of the patient with TBI, the primary care physician should consider the biopsychosocial approach and coordinate the care of the patient with a unique presentation, working with a team that includes psychiatrists, neurologists, and rehabilitation medicine physicians, as well as psychologists and social workers to fully assess each component of the cognitive dysfunctions, neurobehavioral disorders, somatosensory disruptions, and somatic symptoms, as well as any possibility of substance dependence or other related problem.

For the most part, clearly, inadequate evidence-based data exist to support specific treatments for the neuropsychiatric sequelae of TBI. Consequently, treatment considerations are based on experience with analogous conditions. Stimulants (notably, methylphenidate) have been studied in the treatment of frontal lobe dysfunction (attention, impulsivity, and hyperactivity). The Texas Medication Algorithm Project, while outlining a six-step treatment approach for ADHD, may be applied to individuals with TBI-related ADHD-type symptoms. Using this algorithm in individuals with TBI who present with ADHD-type symptoms could help establish the use of ADHD medications in treating TBI-related inattention, impulsivity, and hyperactivity. The Texas Medication Algorithm Project also provides additional treatment options of ADHD-associated comorbidities, such as depression, anxiety, and aggression. Medications that promote neurogenesis are a promising new modality that needs significant investigation. The critical issue in recovery from TBI is restoration of neurobiological function, and neuroplasticity is a fundamental mechanism that must be used in rehabilitation. Although medications may be less useful for fostering redevelopment of function, they may facilitate the intensive relearning of lost skills and abilities. In every case, integration of attention to the spectrum of biopsychosocial factors and development of individualized treatment plans are likely to be the most beneficial approaches.

**CONCLUSIONS**

TBIs and the resulting symptoms are tragic, life-changing events for many returning from the battlefield. Innovation in warfare technology has decreased the mortality of these soldiers, but as a result, incidents of TBI are being seen in unprecedented numbers. Because of the

*Modern Test Theory refers to “Item Response Theory” and “Item Characteristic Curve Analysis” and is the approach used for all modern tests, such as the Scholastic Aptitude and intelligence quotient tests. However, this approach is not widely used in places where it could be of great use, such as “Modern Medicine.” More information can be found in Reise SP, Haviland MG. Item response theory and the measurement of clinical change. J Pers Assess. 2005;84(3):228–38. [PMID: 15907159]
previous scarcity of these types of injuries, research on the symptoms, assessment, and treatment of TBI is limited. This article proposes a starting point and suggests ways for creating a differential diagnostic nosology that will help medical resources provide comprehensive treatment for both somatic and neuropsychiatric diagnoses that are common in patients with TBI. Further studies should be done on differential diagnostic models and the neurocognitive effects of TBI, as well as treatment approaches. As is clear from this article and others that have noted the lack of evidence on which to base diagnostic and management recommendations, formal studies of the incidence of specific sequelae of TBI are needed and research into the efficacy of probable treatment modalities is urgently indicated.
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